CLIMBING

Priest Draw

Flagstaff is home to some of the most epic roof lines in the country. At Priest Draw, located roughly 10 minutes southeast of Flagstaff off Lake Mary Road, pocketed limestone roofs and boulders provide incredibly unique bouldering from VO to V12!

The Pit

If sport climbing is your calling, check out The Pit. After a 10 minute drive from NAU campus and a short hike into this limestone canyon you are ready to climb. Mostly single pitch from 5.7-5.13, The Pit has loads of classic sport routes for just about all abilities. Hike around and set up a top rope, or bring your track to try a few trad routes in this beautiful canyon.

Optional Climbing

Other climbing in NAZ within two hours of Flagstaff

Basalt:

The Waterfall- trad
Paradise Forks- trad
The Overlook- trad
Volunteer Canyon- trad

Sandstone:

The Grand Canyon- trad
Winslow Wall- sport/trad
Sedona- sport/trad
The Doctor's Office- sport/trad
Pump House Wash- sport/trad
Kelly Canyon- bouldering

Limestone:

The Pit- sport
Priest Draw- bouldering
Lake Mary- bouldering
Cherry Canyon- bouldering
Jacks Canyon- sport

Dacite:

Mt Elden- sport/trad
The Hobo Jungle- sport/trad
The Peaks Crag- sport/trad
Bill Williams Mt- sport/trad